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DAP drives the volumes in Oct’21


As per the numbers released by NFDC, total urea offtake for the industry clocked in at
514k MT (+24%YoY/+5%MoM). The cumulative 10MCY21 numbers depict a growth of
12%YoY to stand at 5.16mn MT in contrast to 4.6mn MT in same period last year.



DAP offtake increased 55%MoM/+49%YoY to 342k MT taking 10MCY21 DAP offtake to
1.4mn MT compared to 1.6mn MT in same period last year, down by 11%YoY.



The local retail prices of urea currently stand at ~PkR1,800/bag while in the international
markets, the price of urea is hovering around US$932/MT which translates into landed
cost of PkR10k/bag, thereby providing ample room for the local manufacturers to pass on
the costs in the local market in case of gas price hikes.



The current international DAP prices stand at US$740/MT translating into landed cost of
PkR8,200/bag. As per our channel checks, prices in local market currently stand at
~PkR8,100/bag, at par with the international markets.
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Urea offtake rises 24%YoY in Oct’21: As per the numbers released by NFDC, total urea offtake
for the industry clocked in at 514k MT (+24%YoY/+5%MoM). The cumulative 10MCY21 numbers
depict a growth of 12%YoY to stand at 5.16mn MT in contrast to 4.6mn MT in same period last
year. The higher offtake in 10MCY21 is attributed to low base effect owing to i) anticipation in
fertilizer subsidy by govt. (urea: PkR243/bag and DAP: PkR960/bag) in Jun’20 which was not
implemented, and ii) staggered decline in urea prices by EFERT post GIDC elimination, keeping
industry wide offtakes low in 1HCY20. The increase in offtake in 10MCY21 is led by FATIMA
(608k MT vs 473k MT in 10MCY20, +29%YoY) and EFERT (1.9mn MT vs 1.64mn MT in 10MCY20,
+16%YoY). On the other hand, FFC and FFBL’s offtake remained nearly flat 2mn MT and 426k MT
respectively. The overall urea inventory increased by 20%MoM to 140k MT thereby giving significant room for consumption in ongoing Rabi season. On the safe side, the govt. is considering
to import 100k MT urea to build up the reserves. In terms of prices, the local retail prices of urea
currently stand at ~PkR1,800/bag while in the international markets, the price of urea is hovering around US$932/MT which translates into landed cost of PkR10k/bag, thereby providing ample room for the local manufacturers to pass on the costs in the local market in case of gas price
hikes.
Oct’21 Fertilizer Offtake Snapshot
Urea offtake (MT)
FFC
FFBL
EFERT
FATIMA
Total urea
Ending inventory

Oct'21
203,250
44,399
161,488
73,027
513,890
139,599

Sep'21
203,051
46,304
134,126
78,339
487,150
116,122

MoM%
0%
-4%
20%
-7%
5%
20%

10MCY21
2,023,860
426,214
1,905,860
608,109
5,160,622
139,599

10MCY20
1,995,609
428,279
1,644,829
472,553
4,622,883
671,417

YoY%
1.4%
-0.5%
15.9%
28.7%
11.6%
-79.2%

DAP offtake (MT)
FFBL
EFERT
FFC
Total DAP
Ending inventory

Oct'21
117,594
66,649
49,291
342,287
359,484

Sep'21
98,424
51,687
21,729
221,132
352,693

MoM%
19.5%
28.9%
126.8%
54.8%
1.9%

10MCY21
632,345
259,472
169,771
1,419,216
359,484

10MCY20
689,337
338,722
134,006
1,601,870
99,341

YoY%
-8%
-23%
27%
-11%
262%

Source: NFDC & AKD Research

Rabi season keeps DAP offtake higher: DAP offtake increased 55%MoM/+49%YoY to 342k MT
taking 10MCY21 DAP offtake to 1.4mn MT compared to 1.6mn MT in same period last year,
down by 11%YoY. The decline in 10MCY21 DAP offtake comes from pre-buying triggered by
supply shocks which began in Aug’20. The current international DAP prices stand at US$740/MT
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translating into landed cost of PkR8,200/bag. As per our channel checks, prices in local market
currently stand at ~PkR8,100/bag, at par with the international markets. DAP inventory in Oct’21 closed at 359k MT, higher by 2%MoM.
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